The concentration and privatization of data infrastructures has a deep impact on independent research. This article positions data rights as a useful tool in researchers’ toolbox to obtain access to enclosed datasets. It does so by providing an overview of relevant data rights in the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation, and describing different use cases in which they might be particularly valuable. While we believe in their potential, researching with data rights is still very much in its infancy. A number of legal, ethical and methodological issues are identified and explored. Overall, this article aims both to explain the potential utility of data rights to researchers, as well as to provide appropriate initial conceptual scaffolding for important discussions around the approach to occur.

1. The GDPR: Research Curse or Blessing?

Data protection legislation, in particular the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), has been seen by some researchers as creating frustrating barriers to their work. Data minimization and storage limitation restrict the extent to which large databases can be amassed for future consultation. Information requirements can limit covert or subtle collection, and sit at tension with web-scraping and research on social media. Uncertainty and anxiety in risk-averse organizations can stifle data-driven research initiatives, leaving researchers dissuaded or simply encouraging them to disregard the rules. The GDPR does not appear to improve the situation much: while it recognizes the importance of scientific research through derogations from the default data protection rules, it also leaves a lot unsaid, and out-sources crucial interpretative guidance to Member States. If Member States do not clarify the issue in national law or regulatory guidance, the interpretative burden falls to the organizations who benefit from these exemptions. Increased public scrutiny in light of the Cambridge Analytica scandal, which involved online data collection infrastructure established by the University of Cambridge, has only increased fear of infringement.

At the same time, the societal stakes for investigating the online world have never been higher, or the need more urgent. Networked systems have changed individuals’ experiences of the world, their enhanced and more pervasive mediating roles affecting the ways in which we understand our own capabilities, our relative boundedness, and the properties of the surrounding world. Many readers will not need much introduction into the ‘algorithmic war-stories’ unearthed in recent years that focus on the impact of these mediating systems, particularly through the work of journalists, civil society and activist-minded research groups. Work by journalists such as Julia Angwin, Lauren Kirchner and Kashimir Hill has explored the way that technol-
ogy firms and society interact in the context of discrimination and manipulation. Research groups such as the Data Justice Lab at Cardiff University have mapped the use of technology in the public sector, and research teams have made use of freedom of information rights to discover more about the way that data-driven systems are being procured. Researchers from teams such as the Algorithm Auditing Research Group at Northeastern University have been using bots and online scraping and analysis tools to better understand discrimination and inequality in AdTech systems, and data leakage from apps to third party trackers. Meanwhile, workers’ collectives are mobilizing in an attempt to reclaim data from platform companies to prove their eligibility for basic employment rights, and to use as evidence in tribunals and other proceedings. These efforts often run into a range of methodological, practical and legal hurdles which in many cases are easily arguable to have been preserved by powerful forces seeking to retain the secrecy that allows them to work with limited scrutiny and accountability.

We present one flipside of this (deliberately) dismal picture. Could the GDPR enable, rather than stifle, data-rich research? In particular, in a world where private and influential data infrastructures are coordinated by a limited number of powerful actors, might the GDPR’s provisions be used as a source of data, rather than applying constraints on collection? We believe it can be. Researching with data rights, rather than applying and adapting existing methods such as surveying, ethnography or text analytics to new, digitized sources of information, as well as fueling new ‘natively digital’ methods aimed at building understanding based on features of digital spaces (such as hyperlinking, wireless sensing, recommender systems or browsing histories) which have no clear offline analogue. Potential access to such data sources is made possible through the GDPR’s strengthened information provision measures, found predominantly in Articles 12 through 15, and underpinned by the overarching transparency principle in Article 5(1)(a).

2. Existing means to access enclosed data and their limits

Digital methods are plagued by the problem of ‘special access’, which is ‘required for the study of certain natively digital objects’. While much of our life is entwined with sensors and actuators, this data gathered on us is not, generally, stored on our own devices. Even though the average user ‘has in their pocket a device with vastly more resource than a mainframe of the 1970s by any measure’, they usually end up ‘using [their] devices as vastly over-specified dumb terminals’. Instead, computation and data storage generally happens in rented ‘cloud’ infrastructure. This move to the ‘cloud’ is value-laden in nature, coming with a natural tendency to concentrate the power that comes from data and the constant experimental decisions made around its use in the hands of central, proprietary nodes. Despite the fact that data is not, generally, considered a form of property, platforms in the informational economy have established ‘de facto property arrangements’ by enclosing such data using legal strategies such as terms-of-use agreements to heavily structure interactions. These entities only rarely release data entirely and/or unconditionally, whether for legal, economic or technical reasons, and appear willing to fight against initiatives that would force them to do so more readily.

Lack of access has made private entities the gatekeepers of the data or infrastructure necessary for utilizing digital methods. Consequently, research that happens inside or with the blessing of these entities tends to be limited to that in the private entity’s interests (notably profit and reputation), rendering it hard to impossible for outside actors (notably academia, journalists, and civil society more broadly) to perform critical parallel inquiry. Internal research undertaken for the genuine purpose of discovery, but which might impugn the firm’s legitimacy, is unlikely to see the light of day. Sealing off societally important data processing operations has rendered it very hard to scrutinize the practices of these entities.

We identify roughly four main groups of approaches through which researchers external to these entities attempt to study them with digital methods:

- voluntary data sharing agreements (ad hoc arrangements);
- programmatic access (technical tools offered by data controllers);
- scraping and interception (independent technical tools); and
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• data disclosure requirements (legal transparency requirements).

These approaches all have their benefits and shortcomings – discussed below – and can further be categorised along two axes, depending on (a) the relationship between researcher and data holder (collaborative v adversarial) and (b) the point of access (top-down v bottom-up) (Table 1). This last qualification is based on whether data is obtained through the entity holding the data directly, or via its users. Put briefly, top-down data access enables a helicopter view or overarching insights (e.g. internet platform content moderation or ad archives), but the respective data will often be very high-level, notably to safeguard users’ privacy. Bottom-up data access enables granular insights into individuals’ data (e.g. reactions to personalized media-diets), but may fail to give a global picture, may require significant technical expertise and raises legal concerns. Collaborative data access arrangements may be very advantageous if they work, but can create undesirable dependencies and solidify power dynamics. Adversarial approaches – ie independent of data holders’ goodwill to release data – are therefore often the only way for researchers to obtain access to data, but come with their own set of (legal, technical, economical) challenges.

Against this backdrop, we believe there to be an important role for the law – democratically designed and enforceable – in framing the scope and limits of adversarial data access approaches. GDPR transparency rights show particular promise as such an adversarial, bottom-up tool for research data access (notably considering the drawbacks of scraping and interception). In order to better appreciate this, let us briefly zoom into the different approaches to data access.

2.1 Voluntary data sharing agreements

Some researchers/institutions obtain access to privately held data via ‘data philanthropy’ initiatives23 and/or through amicable relationships they might entertain with the relevant actors (e.g. Facebook’s Social Science One initiative,24 or the UK’s Consumer Data Research Centre25). Beneficial as these may be to the respective researchers, such an approach risks further solidifying existing power dynamics in academia (and the private sector). Efforts like these have also been characterized as ‘corporate data philanthropy’, designed to generate positive publicity rather than critical research.26 Moreover, researchers/institutions may have several reasons for not wanting to associate with private entities as a precondition for doing research, such as fear of real or perceived loss of independence that may result from, for example, an obligatory sign-off procedure on produced findings.27

Table 1 Current approaches to data access

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative</th>
<th>Adversarial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Data disclosure requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom-up</td>
<td>Scraping and interception</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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models, while privileged access can create economic advantage. Social media platform Facebook was accused by the UK House of Commons Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee of using API access to take ‘aggressive positions’ against competitor apps, taking actions leading to the failure of businesses. In this context, APIs cannot be easily relied on by researchers, who may find their software rendered dysfunctional by external business logics or even a shift in functionality aimed at breaking their efforts to rigorously interrogate a system. Unless many streams of their work rely on this software, researchers rarely have the time or resource to engage in this ‘arms race’ and maintain software in the face of sudden, unexpected and often ill-documented changes. API-based research with inconvenient findings for private entities is unlikely to be sustainable.

Connectedly, and perhaps more problematically, is the fact that from a privacy and data protection point of view the use of APIs does not preclude bad faith (or at least ethically questionable) actors obtaining access to personal, or even sensitive, data. The quintessential example of this is Aleksandar Kogan and Cambridge Analytica, whose Facebook add-on ‘thisisyourdigitallife’ harvested millions of Facebook profiles of both the users of the add-on and those users whose data they in turn had access to. The ensuing mixture of bona fide research and data privacy scandal has challenged the field of researchers using digital methods. As a result, several APIs do not or no longer allow access to users who are not somehow connected to the requester, limiting data access to those users within the requester’s ‘social graph’. While the dropping of access has been framed in terms of privacy and security, sceptics see it also as ‘a convenient step towards disabling and evading unwanted independent, critical, public-interest scholarly scrutiny’.

\section*{2.3 Scraping and interception}

Researchers also rely on independent technical or methodological tools to obtain useful data otherwise sealed-off by private entities without their blessing.

Scraping tools or bots are common sources of data where APIs are restrictive or unavailable. Such an approach has some legal support in several jurisdictions with \textit{text and data mining} exemptions in copyright laws. In some cases, such as in Japanese law, these exemptions are not restricted to actors or purposes, while in other laws, such
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ment of research subjects gives an opportunity to inform them about the study and its consequences. Nevertheless, this ‘reverse engineering’ approach is fragile and labor intensive. Infrastructure such as operating systems or web browsers can change and be changed, disrupting these tools in the process. Because of the predominance of vertically integrated companies in the digital economy, firms often control both this infrastructure and the data of research interest (e.g. Alphabet, Google and Chrome), creating issues similar to that of APIs.

2.4 Data disclosure requirements

Researchers may also put their hopes in regulatory interventions (or threats of legislation) forcing more transparency. So far, legal instruments primarily focus on transparency of public sector information (i.e. freedom of information acts or the EU’s Public Sector Information and Open Data Directives), but new initiatives are underway to open up privately held data as well. Targeted transparency and disclosure policies are familiar policy instruments in many policy areas such as the environment, health and safety.

Such instruments are commonly used by individuals, civil society and journalists — and often designed with them in mind — but also have surprisingly high usage by commercial entities for profitable ends. Some disclosures, such as curated datasets of information on disinformation, have been forced from platforms more-or-less at threat of legislation in times of political contestation. Freedom of information (FoI) laws have been used to study data-driven systems already, but their scope is generally limited to the public sector, and in some jurisdictions, contractors thereof.

Transparency obligations also exist in many safety-critical sectors, such as electronics, food, pharmaceuticals and the like, although in practice these are rarely triggered by citizens, and usually relate to access to documents through regulators, or policies concerning labelling. Data protection impact assessments (DPIAs), which may contain useful information about processing practices for researchers, are not obliged to be made public under EU data protection law, and therefore do not count amongst transparency measures covered here.

A spate of new and proposed digital regulation does, however, include transparency reporting on digital phenomena applicable to private entities. The proposed EU Terrorist Content Regulation would have hosting service providers set out ‘a meaningful explanation of the functioning of proactive measures including the use of automated tools’, and published annual transparency reports containing information on detection measures and statistics on takedown information.

The recently adopted Regulation on promoting B2B fairness and transparency, covering platforms which intermediate trade such as online e-commerce marketplaces and ‘app’ stores, requires providers to reveal ‘the main parameters determining ranking and the reasons for the relative importance of those main parameters as opposed to other parameters’, and require search engines to provide such information in ‘an easily and publicly available description, drafted in plain and intelligible language’ and to ‘keep that description up to date’. In line with its ambitious ‘strategy for data’, the European Commission also put forward three major policy proposals at the tail end of 2020. All three – the Data Governance Act, Digital Services Act, and Digital Markets Act – place strong emphasis on transparency obligations for digital services.

Obligations under the proposed Digital Services Act would mandate influential ‘gatekeepers’ to provide data to vetted researchers investigating systemic societal risks. In the run-up to the 2019 EU elections, the European Commission also managed to make a number of powerful platforms issue monthly transparency reports on a voluntary basis. Inspiration might also be drawn from gender pay gap disclosure legislation increasingly common throughout the world.

Finally, it is also worth generally information Commissioner’s Office, Outsourcing Oversight? The Case for Reforming Access to Information Law (ICO 2019).
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pointing to the European Commission’s ambitious data strategy, which includes the tabling of an ‘enabling legislative framework for the governance of common European data spaces’ by the end of 2020.79

As it stands under current legislation, the scope of these disclosure obligations is patchy at best. In Europe, tensions exist between FOI and privacy law,77 which in turn limit the extent to which even public agencies can make disclosures of individual level data. Recent tensions between ICANN and European data protection regulators around the WHOIS database for website registrars have further illustrated these tensions.78 This stands in contrast to several US cases, such as the famed COMPAS study into recidivism systems by ProPublica, where journalists used public records access to analyze a proprietary software system they accused of racial bias.79 Replicating this method in Europe would likely run into difficulties as authorities would be unlikely to release identifiable data of convicts or ex-convicts as they did to ProPublica for reasons of data protection and privacy.79

These four approaches to data for digital methods all have their benefits and shortfalls. This paper does not seek to present a panacea, but it does seek to add a tool to the ever-changing toolkit. That tool is data protection transparency, in particular, the use of data rights. The rest of this paper considers legal, social, technical and ethical aspects of this proposed data source in research contexts.

3 Transparency Provisions in the GDPR

Data protection is characterized in large part by its transparency provisions. These started off as a form of general oversight over the primarily state-affiliated ‘databanks’ motivating early data protection law, and now are best known as tools for coping with information asymmetries that in many cases originate today’s predominantly private-sector information economy.77

This article focusses primarily on European data protection law, and in particular the GDPR. This legal framework contains a panoply of tools, ranging from individual rights to more collectively and collaboratively-flavored provisions. Amidst this panoply, the right to access is explicitly highlighted in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Not only should data be processed fairly,78 but the Charter’s Article 8(2) proclaims that everyone ‘has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her.’

More recently, ensuring transparency of automated processing and profiling in particular has also become a considerable public and legislative concern. Developments in the Council of Europe illustrate this well in the (recently modernized) Convention 10880 and earlier recommendations.81 The modernized convention provides that each individual shall have a right ‘to obtain, on request, knowledge of the reasoning underlying data processing where the results of such processing are applied to him or her’.82 Related provisions are found in EU data protection law and French administrative law,76 as well as in national adaptations to data protection legislation in EU member states.76

3.1 Flavors of data protection transparency

Transparency provisions come in many different shapes and flavors in the GDPR. Firstly, transparency provisions in the GDPR range from overarching to concrete. Transparency as an overarching principle informs the interpretation and application of all of the GDPR.83 Indeed, it is listed in the first substantive provision in the GDPR, requiring any data processing operation to be lawful, fair and transparent.76 Throughout the GDPR, more specific, concrete rights and obligations formalize how transparency should be routinely carried out.84

Transparency provisions have both intrinsic and instrumental aims.76 The most explicit transparency provisions have a strong flavor of transparency as intrinsically important: meta-data about processing must be provided to data subjects (and often the public more broadly) upon collection,79 upon receipt of data from a third party,80 or upon request.81 Other provisions, the instrumental component is more prominent, such as concerning establishing a lawful basis for processing or automated decision-making through consent;74 in data breach notifications to data subjects;83 in moving data to another controller;73 and in certification mechanisms.74

Transparency provisions can have different target audiences: individual data subjects are generally considered to be the intended users of the rights to access or portability;75 while the public at large, including
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civil society watchdogs, often benefit through transparency obligations (often fulfilled through privacy policies or public signage). Supervisory authorities are important beneficiaries of transparency, which they can obtain through a range of data controller obligations as well as their own information retrieval powers. Transparency provisions can also treat sensitivity with nuance and blend target audiences in doing so. For example, in the case of sensitive data in the policing context which cannot be directly released, the data subject has a right to exercise transparency provisions through a supervisory authority, who must verify the legality of the processing illuminated by the data they receive.

Transparency provisions can kick in either before or after data is first processed, a topic which we will return to further below (ex ante and ex post transparency). A final, related distinction distinguishes push and pull transparency provisions, differentiating whether the controller or the target audience must take the initiative before information is released. This distinction largely corresponds to transparency obligations versus transparency rights.

While these ways of categorizing GDPR transparency overlap, they help better situate the twofold goal of transparency measures in the GDPR. Transparency provisions have a protective dimension, ensuring demonstrable accountability. Yet some measures also bring an important empowerment dimension, putting control in the hands of different stakeholders, and data subjects in particular, to be more informed. Both dimensions can be considered to contribute to a common goal: redistributing power stemming from information/data asymmetries.

### 3.2 Ex ante transparency

The epicenter of transparency measures in the GDPR, as well as the most well-known and explicit, is found within Articles 13–15. The first two of these list the information that controllers—those determining the means and purposes of data processing—need to provide proactively, at their own initiative and before they start processing personal data. In substance, Article 13 (focused on situations where personal data was obtained from individuals directly) and Article 14 (personal data was obtained indirectly) differ very little. These provisions can first and foremost be qualified as protective measures, forcing controllers to give proper thought to, and be upfront about, their processing operations and enabling to hold them to account later on. As such, they also serve as a useful compliance-testing tool for data protection authorities and/or other interest-groups.

Articles 13–14 also have an empowering facet to them. After all, they make data subjects — those to whom the personal data being processed relates — aware of processing taking place and as such can be seen as a sine qua non for empowering individuals to invoke one or more of their rights (e.g., object, erasure, portability). The most important components of ex ante transparency relate to the scope, purposes and the lawful bases for processing, the risks involved, the retention period and how to exercise data subject rights.

### 3.3 Ex post transparency

There are two main sources of ex post transparency in the GDPR that can be triggered by data subjects — the right of access, commonly known as the data subject access right and the right to data portability.

#### 3.3.1 Subject access rights

Article 15 complements ex ante information obligations by granting data subjects an explicit, user-triggered right to obtain additional information (cf. Table 1, page 15). There are two main components to this right. The first largely replicates the information that was, or should have been, provided under Articles 13–14, which is useful when the information was missed at the time or spread across multiple sources, incomplete, or not specific to the data subject’s situation. In this regard, Article 15 can be qualified as an ex post empowerment measure and essentially gives individuals the ability to force more timely and specific transparency.

The second component is more radical, at least compared to regimes that in general lack it. It demands that data controllers ‘shall provide a copy of the personal data undergoing processing,’ which explains why the right has become known as a subject access request (SAR). It is worth noting that ‘processing’ is an extremely broad term, meaning ‘any operation or set of operations’ performed on personal data. Consequently, data undergoing processing is not just data actively being used, but also includes data that is being stored. Furthermore, the wide scope of personal data means that opinions or comments, including those undertaken computationally or those which may be incorrect, are, prima facie, often going to be within the remit of the right of access.

---

**Table 2: Information Requirements under Article 15, GDPR.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Requirement</th>
<th>Art 15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being processed, and, where that is the case, access to the personal data</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purposes of the processing</td>
<td>1(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of personal data concerned</td>
<td>1(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed, in particular recipients in third countries or international organisations</td>
<td>1(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention period, or if that is not possible, the criteria used to determine that period</td>
<td>1(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existence of the data subject rights to rectification, erasure, restriction of processing, and to object</td>
<td>1(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority</td>
<td>1(f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where personal data are not collected from the data subject, any information on the source</td>
<td>1(g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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3.3.2 Data portability

The new right to data portability offers some further promise for use in order to obtain research data. Article 20 grants data subjects the right to receive their personal data, in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and have the right to transmit those data to another controller without hindrance.110 Moreover, data subjects can request their personal data to be directly transferred from one controller to another where technically feasible. As a result, the information obligation is effective. The key provision for this is Article 12, but some specific modalities can also be found within the respective provisions discussed above. Importantly, individuals cannot be charged a fee for claiming transparency111 and there are strict timing requirements as well as broader conditions for the way in which transparency is provided.112 The European Data Protection Board (EDPB)113 has further specified that controllers should actively consider the audience’s ‘likely level of understanding’ when accommodating transparency (e.g. appropriate level of detail, prioritizing information, format, etc.).114 This means the controller will need to consider the context of data processing, the product/service experience, device used, nature of interactions, and so on.115 As a result, the information obligation may also differ throughout time.116

Finally, it is worth keeping in mind that controllers have a duty to facilitate the exercise of data subject rights by ‘implementing appropriate technical and organizational measures’117 and only work with processors who can guarantee doing the same.118 While the GDPR seems to imagine standard-setting and/or APIs, collaborations in complex ecosystems that facilitate data subjects’ rights remain easier
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said than done.\textsuperscript{124}

4 Opportunities for Researching Through Data Rights

How can data rights help researchers? This will effectively depend on a variety of disciplinary, practical, legal, ethical and methodological factors. Indeed, it all starts with a research question or goal, which is to be situated in a certain (number of) discipline(s) that comes with (their) own im-/explicit rules on valid data gathering. Next, one will need to assess what exact data is needed and what GDPR transparency measure may appropriate to capture it (cf. section 3). Researchers will also need to consider the scope of the data required, both in width (i.e. how many research subjects, if any at all, are needed to have a representative sample) and in depth (i.e. how exhaustive and/or granular does the data have to be). This scope will, in turn, inform whether research subjects are needed, and if so, how to recruit them. Researchers will also need to carefully consider an interaction strategy with data controllers (including contingency plans), which may be more or less burdensome depending on the scope, but also on the identity of the data controller.\textsuperscript{125} Indeed, based on preliminary research (including filing access requests themselves), researchers may prepare a manual or script on how research subjects should obtain the required information and interact with data controllers.\textsuperscript{126} Finally, researchers should also anticipate how the data they might obtain through data rights will actually be analyzed in light of the research aim. Summarized, the following seven steps may serve as a useful starting point for researchers interested in using data rights in their project:

1. Aim. What is your research goal? What purpose are you gathering data for?
2. Data. What specific data do you need to achieve said purpose?
3. Legal Approach. What GDPR transparency measure is appropriate for obtaining said data (if any)?
4. Scope. What does your (ideal) research sample look like?
5. Recruitment Strategy. Based on the scope, how to identify and recruit research participants accordingly?
6. Interaction Strategy. How will you interact with your participants and the respective data controllers?
7. Data Analysis Strategy. How will you actually gather the insights you need?

These steps remain necessarily vague, in light of the broad potential of data rights as a research method in many different disciplines. To tie it back to the many variables determining the actual usefulness of data rights for any given research project – i.e. disciplinary, practical, legal, ethical and methodological factors – the abstract workflow mentioned above will have to be given shape depending on the respective discipline(s) and research questions. There are also many practical factors that might influence the usefulness of data rights. Again, these will depend very much on the concrete circumstances of a given research project. Nonetheless, in order to make things more concrete, and invite readers to contemplate different use cases, this section lays out some illustrative potential and promising uses of data rights. The following section will then dig into some of the legal, ethical and methodological considerations.

For our purposes here, we identify three main categories of research (goals) as being enabled by data rights (in order of specificity):

- studying infrastructures (research into the actual infrastructures to which the respective data relates);
- studying impacts (research into how data infrastructures affect individuals, communities or society at large); and
- repurposing digital traces (research into broader questions that might be far from issues of digital rights).

4.1 Understanding infrastructures

Researchers can use data transparency rights to study digital infrastructures and practices in today’s economies and society.

Studies examining data protection law in practice are one example of this. Researchers have, for example, studied the privacy policies of cloud service providers to identify common industry approaches and legal mismatches.\textsuperscript{127} These privacy policies exist in the form they do in large part due to the GDPR’s transparency provisions in Articles 13–14.\textsuperscript{128} Other research has taken the form of exploring how rights are responded to by controllers, the quality of which might say something about enforcement more generally.\textsuperscript{129}

Yet ex post transparency measures offer wider potential as research tools beyond studying the way the law is being interpreted and adhered to. Many use cases can be envisaged which would use specific ex post transparency measures to uncover substantive issues. We consider a number of them below.

4.1.1 Tracking

The state of online tracking and advertising today has been both lauded for supporting online services that do not directly cost consumers money, as well as lambasted for undermining democracy, journalism and a range of fundamental rights. One thing is certain: it is a challenging area to study. Data rights provide a useful set of tools to shine further light on issues of concern.

For example, both users and researchers know little about how effective privacy protective browsers and extensions really are. While it is relatively simple to secure a device from explicitly saving tracking cookies (although that may damage Web functionality), it is very hard to disguise the unique fingerprint of a browser, particularly in the presence of advanced fingerprinting tactics utilized in modern advertising technologies.\textsuperscript{130} Because fingerprinting does not always query...
a user’s device directly, but observes it passively, it is unclear to what extent real protection is provided. Technologies such as re-spawning cookies, ‘evercookies’, font and battery level fingerprinting all present methodological challenges to detect, understand and effectively and provably block.\textsuperscript{131} The use of data rights to ascertain the data a firm actually holds on users through a separate channel could be used as means of assessing the efficacy or tracking prevention, or understanding the true nature and purpose of certain tracking practices online.\textsuperscript{132}

The number of actors in the tracking business and the nature of their interactions with each other also considerably restricts understanding. Online advertising increasingly functions through a complex ‘real-time bidding’ system whereby an individual’s browser, generally unbeknownst to the user, sends out personal data about them to an advertising exchange, which in turn forwards it to thousands of potential bidders. These thousands of bidders utilize the services of data management platforms to enrich the data received: to effectively see if your eyes are worth bidding for in relation to the adverts they are attempting to place. The UK and Belgian regulators have noted that such a system is likely not legally compliant on a number of fronts.\textsuperscript{133} Detailed evidence is, however, scarce, due to the secrecy and complexity of these practices.

The fact that these actors often share data server-to-server has created a blind spot for current studies—a blind spot that data rights might help remedy. While it is possible for researchers to monitor a user’s browser to observe the destination of the traffic, for example by using a VPN (local or remote) with the consent of the user,\textsuperscript{134} data that is transmitted around the user from server-to-server cannot be observed. Researchers working in this space have to come to an unhappy compromise of either simulating these server-to-server transmissions with almost no evidence on how they actually occur in practice,\textsuperscript{135} or to try and guess at data practices by experimenting on how users are differentially targeted further downstream.\textsuperscript{136} If researchers were to use data rights—and, if these firms were forced to answer them truthfully and fully—information on the data, the source of the data, and potentially on the recipients could be obtained, which would help both modelling assumptions as well as enable further research questions to be answered.

Related to this, data rights may also benefit studying the intersection of user preferences and tracking infrastructures. Some researchers have been presenting users with information about tracking activities (e.g. types of data, data flows), attempting to understand the effects on decision-making by users, as well as any impacts on their ongoing formation of privacy and data control preferences.\textsuperscript{137} To do this, they have relied on indirect methods to understand these flows, such as running an app in a virtual environment and monitoring and classifying the entities data directly flow to.\textsuperscript{138} Yet this data is still a step removed from the tracking that has occurred to particular participants. To reflect on their own information, users would typically have to rely on tools to collect and reflect on this data,\textsuperscript{139} such as local logging of information. Tools to give users a ‘history’ function on their digital activities do exist,\textsuperscript{140} but are unwieldy to force participants to use day-to-day, and may not even log as invasively as third-party trackers currently do.\textsuperscript{141} Insofar as these tracking infrastructures already exist, data rights provide an alternate means to get access to them, enabling research that takes advantage of users seeing and reflecting on tracking data that truly was captured about and relates to them.

Data rights might help economic studies too. Despite considerable interest in how online content should be funded, ‘the conventional wisdom that publishers benefit too from behaviorally targeted advertising has rarely been scrutinized in academic studies’.\textsuperscript{142} Recent studies have indicated that when a user’s cookie is available, publishers’ revenue increases by only about 4%.\textsuperscript{143} This adds to anecdotal evidence from publishers such as the New York Times that reducing tracking has increased profits in their European markets, suspected to be related to the market structure of advertising technology and the proliferation of intermediaries.\textsuperscript{144} Data rights might help to gather datasets on which publishers, advertising technology firms, ad exchanges and other actors\textsuperscript{145} are active in this area, and use that data to create and validate economic models which can shine light on market functioning.

In a similar vein, there has been considerable recent interest in

\textsuperscript{131} Evercookies use practices found in malware more broadly to re-establish cookies even when users or browsers attempt to purge them.


\textsuperscript{133} They would not be without their challenges of course: some tracking practices may be illegal, for example, meaning that already-infringing data controllers are unlikely to readily to openly share information.


\textsuperscript{135} See e.g., Razaghpanah and others (n 46); Ren and others (n 46); Song and Hengartner (n 46); Shuba and others (n 46).

\textsuperscript{136} See e.g., Muhammad Ahmad Bashir and Christo Wilson, ‘Diffusion of User Tracking Data in the Online Advertising Ecosystem’ (2018) 2018 Proceedings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies 85.

\textsuperscript{137} Tschantz and Datta (n 12).


\textsuperscript{139} See generally Binns and others (n 13).


\textsuperscript{141} See e.g., Jennifer Pybus and others, ‘Hacking the Social Life of Big Data’ (2015) 2 Big Data & Society 2053951715616649.

\textsuperscript{142} Murmann and Fischer-Hübner (n 140) 22988.


\textsuperscript{145} See generally Bashir and Wilson (n 136).
competition issues around online tracking from both academics'46 and policy-makers.47 Insofar as data rights can help with issues of accountability and provenance,48 they may help to map the space of actors and data practices in ways which better shine light on structural power relations that matter for evidencing competition policy interventions in different jurisdictions.

4.1.2 Content moderation

For well over a decade, researchers have been investigating the freedom of expression and information implications of online copyright enforcement.49 Considerable efforts have been put into forcing more transparency and accountability from both copyright-holders as well as the (user-generated) content platforms in taking down content.50 More recently, growing concerns over platform power and regulatory initiatives on online content moderation have breathed new life into this work.51 Indeed, a lot of important questions have been raised in relation to content moderation and platforms’ potential political biases,52 their role in facilitating cyber-bullying,53 impact on inclusiveness and participation by vulnerable or minority groups,54 and the increased privatization of the public sphere more broadly.

In mapping the available empirical literature on these issues, Keller and Leerssen make a similar distinction to those we made above separating disclosures from platforms and other direct stakeholders from independent research through, for example, APIs, secondary processing of released or scraped data, or surveys with users and other stakeholders.55

These methods can be lacking in depth to explore exactly the processes, data sources and reasoning automated takedowns involve. Subject access requests may be a valuable addition in researchers’ toolbox, providing a legally enforceable mechanism to force platforms to be more open about their decision-processes that have affected the data subject(s) at stake. One reason for this is that any decision on (not) taking down content may significantly affect either the uploader,56 or person(s) featuring in the actual content. In those situations, Article 15(1) provides data subjects the right to obtain meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of the respective decision(s).57 In general, data about the uploaders’ actions or account may also be considered personal data and subject to Article 15 (or 20) more broadly. Such personal data can in turn be examined for its sources, gaining a better understanding of the processing activities underlying content moderation today.

That being said, as with any of these cases, data rights are no panacea. While enabling deeper insights into certain content moderation practices, using subject access requests for mapping platform-wide trends may prove more challenging. They may, however, create new research questions and challenge commonly held assumptions about data processing for these purposes, and form an important part of a researcher’s toolkit as a result.

4.2 Understanding impacts

Considerable recent concern has centered around the impact of data-driven systems, particularly in reinforcing structural disadvantage affecting marginalized communities.58 Such systems create data infrastructures, often focused on optimization, which disregard subsets of individuals (such as those considered ‘low value’) or contextual and environmental factors,59 and which may use seemingly non-sensitive data to deliberately or inadvertently make decisions based on legally protected characteristics.60 They may perform more poorly on certain demographics, such as facial recognition or targeting in an electoral context in ways unsuited for demo-


149 Considerable efforts have been put into forcing more transparency and accountability from both copyright-holders as well as the (user-generated) content platforms in taking down content.

150 Most notably perhaps, the early work of Wendy Seltzer and in particular the Lumen database (formerly ‘Chilling Effects Clearinghouse’) https://lumendatabase.org, collecting and analysing removal requests of online materials.
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4.2.1 Discriminatory decision-systems

The transparency provisions around machine learning in the GDPR,\(^\text{167}\) such as Article 15(1)(h) (see Table 1) as well as access rights more generally, might be directly and indirectly useful in achieving transparency over complex, automated systems.\(^\text{168}\) While the utility of individualized transparency has been questioned,\(^\text{169}\) data rights could play a role in creating aggregate, societal-level transparency and accountability. Data from access rights might be used to seek inferences, data and meta-data about prediction and training data which can inform researchers around how systems function. Algorithmic ‘explanations’, where provided, might be compiled to shine light on the functioning of a model,\(^\text{170}\) or compared across individuals, demographies or applications. Data rights could also help understand where models come from, which actors were involved in training and building them, and when, which is particularly salient given the rise in business models involving the trading of trained machine learning models.\(^\text{171}\)

One example of an attempt to do just this with data protection rights can be found in the German credit scoring context. OpenSCHUFA was a campaign in Germany run by AlgorithmWatch and the Open Knowledge Foundation Deutschland attempting to reverse-engineer the main system used to determine creditworthiness of German residents. It built a data donation platform that was used by over 4,000 people to collate SCHUFA access information on the basis of data rights, in particular, asking for copies of data under the right to access that could later be analyzed. While such a campaign was a logistical success, and placed pressure on the SCHUFA, it also revealed an array of challenges in using data rights in such a way, as sampling bias, which we discuss later below.\(^\text{172}\)

If sampling challenges can be overcome, the information that can be gathered through data rights of diverse populations might shine a light on some discrimination concerns. Studies that have tried to understand discrimination in job adverts, for example, have relied on different methods. The challenges of one of these, web scraping, have already been described.\(^\text{173}\) Add to these the challenges of creating a credible ‘data exhaust’ which can be mistaken as that of a real person — a challenge which flummoxes even the intelligence services\(^\text{174}\) — and it becomes clear that the bot approach might fast drift from the lived experience of individuals online. Others have relied on self-reported performance data from the platform itself:\(^\text{175}\) whether such data can be trusted when there are strong incentives to make adverts look well-performing and non-discriminatory are unclear.

4.2.2 Recommenders and media exposure

A considerable deal of concern has centered around the creation of digital ‘echo chambers’ or ‘filter bubbles’ in relation to content viewed online.\(^\text{176}\) There is limited empirical evidence to support their existence in many cases, particularly within traditional news sources,\(^\text{177}\) but the field is still poorly understood, particularly in the context of platforms working to enclose content within walled gardens.\(^\text{178}\) Indeed, empirical work on the power of media recommender algorithms in radicalizing viewers would greatly benefit from more granular insights that access rights enable.\(^\text{179}\) Where data about content shown, clicked on and/or viewed is stored or retained, it might prove useful for independent analysis and comparison to understand the extent of this tracking.\(^\text{180}\)

4.3 Repurposing digital traces

Data rights can also provide data for other scientific and humanistic questions. The sensing infrastructure provided by mobile phones or ‘smart’ home devices have already been considered for ‘citizen science’ or ‘community science’ and ‘participatory sensing’. However, these applications have typically focused on environmental factors, such as air, noise and water pollution,\(^\text{181}\) and rely on the user send-
ing data directly rather than repurposing data collected for another purpose. Data rights could widen the scope of citizen/community science — we highlight some potential directions below.

4.3.1 Location data

Location data is one of the richest forms of data, and the rise in location awareness applications has long attracted privacy concerns.\(^{182}\) Because mobile phones connect so regularly to base stations, they leave a long trace of location. As users increasingly rarely turn phones off,\(^{183}\) such location traces effectively extend to all times when the phone is in contact with telecoms infrastructure. As a result, telecoms data has been used by national statistical agencies and humanitarian groups alike—at times attracting considerable ethical controversy.\(^{184}\)

Mobile phone location data might, for example, be used to infer the type of transport someone is using,\(^{185}\) socioeconomic information about them,\(^{186}\) or places that they consider important;\(^{187}\) among many other potential applications. But equally, with consent and with proper ethical consideration, it might be that a research subject would be happy to pass over parts of their location history to better understand some intervention or experiment they have been part of.

4.3.2 Biosensors

Commercial devices with self-monitoring sensing capabilities are becoming increasingly popular,\(^{188}\) and there has been increasing interest in the medical domain in validating these consumer-grade devices to understand if their data collection has the required validity for scientific use.\(^{189}\)

Many devices and software are tracking physical and social characteristics of individuals, from the number of steps taken for scientific use.\(^{190}\) Researchers interested in utilizing these sensors may be able to use transparency rights to understand some intervention or experiment they have been part of.


\(^{185}\) Donald J Patterson and others, ‘Inferring High-Level Behavior from Low-Level Sensors’ in Anind K Dey and others eds, Information Technologies in Environmental Engineering (Springer Berlin Heidelberg 2003).


the [device] companies could allow access to more data that are collected. At present, the trackers provide users with only a subset of data that is actually collected. The companies control the output available, making the day-level summary variables the easiest to obtain. For example, despite capturing GPS and heart rate on two trackers, Fitbit currently limits the export of these full datasets. Furthermore, the resulting output is derived through proprietary algorithms that may change over time and with new features.\(^{193}\)

At a minimum, it would be helpful for companies to reveal what pieces of data are being used by the trackers to calculate each output measure.\(^{191}\)

The role of trade secrets in this area is particularly pertinent. For example, many people use ‘smart watches’ to measure features of their circulation. Many research fields utilize photoplethysmography data, also known as blood volume pulse. It can be used to measure oxygen saturation, blood pressure and cardiac output, to assess autonomic function and to detect peripheral vascular disease.\(^{191}\) Smart watches do not measure this directly, however: they infer it from a series of sensed measurements, often using proprietary and changing machine learning systems.\(^{192}\) For researchers, this (whether in commercial or research grade) products can present challenges, as changing algorithmic systems introduce features which can be difficult to control for. For users, it might not be an issue however: they likely want the most robust and accurate measure of their heartbeat, step-count, sleep patterns or the like over time, and do not care about internal validity over the months and years of device usage.

Depending on the structure of processing, researchers interested in utilizing these sensors may be able to use transparency rights to obtain additional datasets. This might be particularly useful if and when a time comes where users are already using high-grade sensors in their daily lives, and research studies would work better by co-opting existing infrastructure rather than adding a further device which is not part of a user’s existing routine, or may be redundant to something they already are familiar with.

4.3.3 Labor patterns

Between 1% and 5% of the EU population is estimated to have taken place in some form of paid platform work, with some countries exhibiting significantly higher rates of participation than that.\(^{193}\) The growth of these markets for informal labor, such as through taxi services provided through Uber or Lyft, or workers on computers using platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk, has led to serious concerns, culminating in high profile legal fights, over the employment status of such individuals and the rights they possess. For example, informal work can necessarily bring a considerable amount of overhead, such as setting through jobs online to find those which are legitimate, and being ‘hypervigilant’ in order to secure desirable or profitable jobs.\(^{194}\)

In this context, there are important factual questions, with legal ramifications, around the timings and behavior of ‘gig economy’ workers, such as the amount of time they are active on the app waiting for

\(^{190}\) Evenson and others (n 184) 19.


5 Considerations for Researching with Data Rights

While the opportunities seem promising, the research use of data rights is made difficult by several nuanced limitations. In this section we delineate some of the most important limitations, categorized as legal, methodological and ethical considerations.

5.1 Legal considerations

Even though the right of access is grounded in both the principles of the GDPR and Article 8 of the Charter, there are still legal questions as to its utility in the research context. Some of these issues have clearer answers in guidance and case law than others do. In this section, we group and tackle some of the major issues, misconceptions and open questions around the use of access rights in the contexts discussed earlier.

5.1.1 Motivation of the request

Prima facie, it might appear that a data controller could seek to refuse a request because enabling research was not a stated purpose of the GDPR. Yet case law and regulatory guidance falls behind the view that GDPR rights are intent-agnostic. Access rights have commonly been used in relation to highly specific pieces of information, often as part of disputes that might be related to issues of criminal, financial, fiscal, personal data protection transparency measures to gather research data. This is because the personal data in contemporary infrastructures, research uses of data seem not just possible within this intent-agnostic regime, but a prime example of an empowerment mechanism working on the side of stakeholders, including regulators, academics, journalists, artists and civil society organizations, not just by individual data subjects for purely individualistic purposes. As such, the GDPR’s transparency measures, as a general tool with many potential uses for promoting oversight and agency, can only be intent agnostic: it is up to these stakeholders to use them flexibly as part of governance, self-determination and oversight.

Indeed, the right of access is an explicit part of the fundamental right to data protection in the Charter, and courts and regulators have held that a ‘privacy’ motive is not required for its use. In YS and others for example, the Court of Justice made no reference to fact that the claimants were seeking to use the right of access in order to support litigation as evidence that their use of rights should fail. National case law has been supportive of this approach too. For example, both English and Dutch courts in recent years have reached a clear consensus that access requests are purpose-blind, and the guidance of the Information Commissioner’s Office and Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens is in alignment with this. It is worth noting that some restrictions on motivation of access rights exist at national level to prevent data subjects from being coerced into making them.

Especially insofar as research aims to shed light on the use of personal data in contemporary infrastructures, research uses of data rights seem not just possible within this intent-agnostic regime, but a prime example of an empowerment mechanism working on the side of data subjects.

5.1.2 Infringement of the rights and freedoms of others

Controllers might (partially) fend off access and portability requests when they can establish that accommodating them would ‘adversely affect’ the rights and freedoms of others.


206 Dawson-Damer v Ors v Taylor Wessing LLP [2017] EWCA Civ 74 at [104]–[108]; B v The General Medical Council [2019] EWCA Civ 1497 at [79] (‘the general position is that the rights of subject access to personal data […] are not dependent on appropriate motivation on the part of the requester’) and case law cited therein.
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affect the rights and freedoms of others’. Understanding of this clause by the EDPB has centered on two rights which might be balanced against information rights in the GDPR — the right to privacy and trade secrets/intellectual property rights.212

Privacy of third parties. The rights to privacy and data protection of third parties is one of the most important roles of this provision, and likely its most common use. It is common that personal data relates to more than one natural person — messages, notes about one person made by another, ratings and reputation systems, or shared ‘smart’ devices, for example. This is not a carte blanche to refuse data provision, however. The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has held that an access rights regime would be in breach of Article 8 of the Convention if there was no independent authority to determine if access had to be granted if an individual to whom data also relate failed to provide or withheld consent.213

The European Court of Human Rights has also weighed in on the argument that the inclusion of some personal data in a document renders it ineligible for release. In Társaság a Szabadságjogokért v Hungary,214 an NGO attempted to access a complaint to the Constitutional Court submitted by a member of parliament. The Government of Hungary denied this request, arguing that the complaint contained the personal data of the member, and consequently was ineligible for release. The Court found it ‘quite implausible that any reference to the private life of the MP […] could be discerned from his constitutional complaint’, and noted that it would be ‘fatal for freedom of expression in the sphere of politics if public figures could censor the press and public debate in the name of their personality rights, alleging that their opinions on public matters are related to their person and therefore constitute private data which cannot be disclosed without consent’.215 It found a violation of Article 10 (freedom of expression), in relation to the freedom to ‘receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers’. This emerging regime appears favorable to the use of data rights in research, particularly if ethical reviews are undertaken to carefully consider third party privacy interests.216

Intelectual property of the controller. The EDPB anticipated that controllers will invoke this clause in relation to an adverse effect on their rights and freedoms.217 A clear example would be where a trade secret or IP argument is forwarded by the controller.218 Yet, as counselled in

212 GDPR, arts 15(4), 20(4).
213 See Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on the Right to Data Portability’ (n 109) 9–10 (mentioning only these two areas as examples of an issue to be considered as part of Article 20(4)).
214 Társaság a Szabadságjogokért v Hungary Appeal no 37374/05 (ECtHR 2009).
215 Társaság a Szabadságjogokért v Hungary (n 214) para 37.
217 See Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on the right to data portability’ (n 109) 9–10 (mentioning only these two areas as examples of an issue to be considered as part of Article 20(4)).
220 See case law references in Ausloos (n 219) 345.
221 Charter, art 16.
223 Case C-354/10 Deutsches Weintor EG v Land Rheinland-Pfalz ECLI:EU:C:2012:526, para 54.
224 ‘The freedom to conduct a business in accordance with Union law and national laws and practices is recognised.’
225 Case C-283/11 Sky Österreich GmbH v Österreichischer Rundfunk ECLI:EU:C:2013:28, para 47.
227 Case C-70/10 Scarlet Extended SA v Société belge des auteurs, compositeurs et éditeurs SCRL (SABAM) ECLI:EU:C:2011:771.
228 Case C-360/10 Belgische Vereniging van Auteurs Componisten en Uitgevers CVBA (SABAM) v Netlog NV ECLI:EU:C:2012:85.
in the GDPR. Even in cases where significant costs are placed upon a business, such as in *Denise McDonagh v Ryanair Ltd*, where the airline’s duty to provide care after the eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull left passengers stranded, the existence of articles in secondary legislation that could be understood to reconcile fundamental rights (in this case, freedom to conduct a business and the right to property with the right to consumer protection) led the Court to rule no breach of the right to conduct a business had occurred.\(^{237}\)

The GDPR has many provisions designed to respect (or enable Member States to navigate) the balancing between, among other fundamental rights and freedoms, Articles 8 and 16 of the Charter, such as Article 12 (on transparency modalities), Article 14(5) (on situations where information obligations can be avoided or relaxed) and Article 23(1) (‘Restrictions’). Furthermore, for information-intensive companies, the marginal cost of providing information to each individual once a compliant infrastructure is established is very low (compared to, for example, flight compensation). Indeed, it does not generally require the establishing of any new modalities of communication, as information-intensive companies already have data and computational infrastructures, as well as log-in accounts and/or email, which can be used to this end.\(^{238}\) Consequently, in agreement with many scholars,\(^{239}\) we do not see much chance of the freedom to conduct a business as standing in the way of the use of data rights, including in research situations.

### 5.1.3 Abuse of rights?

The idea that an access right could, in certain situations, construe an abuse of rights was considered by Advocate General (AG) Kokott in her opinion in *Nowak*.\(^{240}\) Abuse of rights is, however, ‘rarely used, or at least not successfully’,\(^{241}\) usually implicated in politically charged, high level issues concerning freedom of expression or freedom of association, often when pitted against values of the defense of democracy. Yet, as AG Kokott noted, the risk of abuse of rights which was present in the 1995 Data Protection Directive is ‘resolved’ in the GDPR by the considerations of the rights and freedoms of others (see section 5.1.2).\(^{242}\) We agree, noting further that the intent-agnostic nature of the right to access under the GDPR makes abuse more difficult to construe.\(^{243}\)

### 5.1.4 Data, not documents

It is important to note that accommodating the right of access does not necessarily require sharing an exact copy of the data on the servers (or in the manual filing system) of the data controller in question. Both the CJEU and national courts have affirmed that a SAR is not a right to access whole documents, for example to provide context, but the right to the personal information contained within.\(^{244}\) Such data could be extracted and provided in a variety of forms, and need not be in the original format. Indeed, there are times where that original format might actually be undesirable, such as if it is proprietary in nature, requiring the data subject to have specific software or expertise to examine it. No cases have been ruled on or are pending in the CJEU relating to the new right to data portability, but we can safely assume that that right, too, does not provide access to documents.

As a result, there will be research designs that are better suited to freedom of information legislation,\(^{245}\) or access to environmental information legislation,\(^{246}\) which both can provide documentation for matters within their respective scopes. In many cases however, data controllers may find it easier to provide documents, and as such while it cannot be relied upon, data rights may be useful in studies where the original context is crucial for understanding.

### 5.1.5 Lack of consistency and machine readability

The 2012 GDPR proposal had a role for the European Commission, through implementing acts, of specifying a standard for the format of SAR responses in different sectors.\(^{247}\) This aspect of the GDPR was a casualty of the intense, half-decade political battle over the text. The result is that access (and portability) rights do not have a common standard or format which data subjects can expect. This, in turn, makes it hard to build tools which are data controller agnostic, and which are reliable enough not to break if a data controller decides to switch the form of response they provide.\(^{248}\) While codes of conduct and certification mechanisms under the GDPR may yet provide a means to help standardize this area,\(^{249}\) we are still to see one on access or portability rights take concrete shape — although a plethora of third parties seeking to sell back-end software to data controllers with the promise of consolidation and automation have emerged.\(^{250}\)

Obtaining machine-readable data is crucial for research.\(^{251}\)

---


\(^{239}\) E.g., Freedom of Information Act 2000 (United Kingdom).


\(^{241}\) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation) (COM/2012/011 final - 2012/0011 (COD)), Art 15.

\(^{242}\) This is comparable to the politics of APIs and programmatic access, see generally section 2.2 above.

\(^{243}\) GDPR, arts 40, 42.

\(^{244}\) Though it is worth pointing to a recent initiative by the European Digital Media Observatory (EDMO), which is setting up a working group in order to develop a code of conduct on ‘Access to Data Held by Digital Platforms for the Purposes of Social Scientific Research’. See notably: ‘Call for Comment on GDPR Article 40 Working Group’ (n 29); *Vermeulen* (n 29). There are also some self-regulatory initiatives, none of which really seem to have gained a lot of traction, most notably the ‘Data Transfer Project’ (with among its contributors: Apple, Facebook, Google, Microsoft and Twitter). See https://datatransferproject.dev

\(^{245}\) The IAPP compiled a list of such providers, accessible at https://iapp.org/resources/article/privacy-tech-vendor-report.

Machine-readable data is not the same as digital data. For example, a PDF containing tabular data is designed to be printed rather than read and processed by a computer, and as such are not generally marked-up in such a way which makes automatic processing easy. Machine-readable has been defined in EU law as ‘a file format structured so that software applications can easily identify, recognize and extract specific data, including individual statements of fact, and their internal structure.’

A teleological reading of the GDPR would require controllers to share personal data from the right to access in a consistent, machine-readable format unless great effort was involved. This effort is unlikely to be required in the context of online services, which given their automated nature already hold the data in such forms, as both consistency and machine readability are key to their business models — and to take more effort to obstructively destroy such properties would be highly questionable in light of the overarching data protection principle of fairness. Even more so considering the European Commission’s more recent push for ‘stricter requirements on interfaces for real-time data access and making machine-readable formats compulsory for data from certain products and services’.

5.1.6 (Re)identifying data subjects

Article 11(1) explains that controllers do not have to retain personal data only for the ability to potentially accommodate data subject rights at a later stage. Put differently, the requirement to accommodate data subject rights does not prevent them from anonymizing their datasets. Be that as it may, data subjects still have the possibility to provide the controller with additional information so as to (re-)identify their data in anonymized data-sets. In practice however, this may lead to a frustrating back-and-forth between data subject and controller, where the data controller appears to have designed systems that are deliberately challenging to reidentify data subjects within.

In particular, the data controller may argue that the data, while clearly falling within the GDPR’s scope (with high re-identification potential and in practice used to target or single out data subjects), may not be re-identifiable to the very high reliability needed to ensure that data not relating to an individual is delivered to them by mistake. This is an argument Apple makes to refuse accommodating access requests with regard to the voice-data gathered in relation to its Siri-service. Such arguments will generally be insufficient to block access requests entirely however.

5.1.7 ‘Disproportionate effort’

Some data controllers have read into data protection law the existence of a ‘disproportionate effort’ exemption which would exempt them from fulfilling an access request. Such an exemption does not appear to exist in the GDPR, although it did in some transpositions of the now defunct 1995 Data Protection Directive. Complaints around this are ongoing and it seems likely that more clarity will be forthcoming. Indeed, even if the increasing complexity of data processing ecosystems may render it hard to accommodate the core transparency requirements, it does not exonerate controllers. To the contrary, Recital 58 highlights transparency is even more important in complex situations involving many actors. When the controller processes a large quantity of personal data, Recital 63 does permit the controller to request the data subject to specify the information or processing activities to which the request relates.

One related provision that does exist in the GDPR is the ability to refuse a request if the nature of that request is ‘manifestly unfounded or excessive, in particular because of their repetitive character’. Where this is done, ‘the controller shall bear the burden of demonstrating the manifestly unfounded or excessive character of the request.’ This provision relates to the character of the request itself, rather than the character of the burden of fulfilling that request.

The EDPB have noted that for information society services such as large social media firms which specialize in automated data processing, ‘there should be very few cases where the data controller would be able to justify a refusal to deliver the requested information, even regarding multiple data portability requests.’ They also note that the cost of building the infrastructure to comply with these requests is irrelevant to the notion of ‘excessive’ requests. In particular, they state that ‘the overall system implementation costs should neither be charged to the data subjects, nor be used to justify a refusal to answer portability requests.’ Under these conditions, it appears that there are limited general reasons to refuse a data subject access request or portability request on effort grounds.

5.1.8 National exemptions

It should also be noted that Article 23 grants Member States (and the EU legislator) the ability to install specific exemptions to the rights of access/portability in their national and/or sector-specific laws. While most of the situations in which such exemptions can be pre-

---

247 The EDPB has stated that PDFs are unlikely to meet portability requirements, also noting that the requirements of portability must be interpreted in the context of the intention of the portability requirement, which the recitals (68) note is to promote interoperability. See Article 29 Working Party, ‘Guidelines on the right to data portability’ (n 109) 18. See also Ausloos and others (n 117) 286–87.
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scribed relate to specific contexts and are subject to conditions, there is a catch-all included that makes it hard to anticipate the level of derogations to access/portability rights. Especially because this catch-all—enabling EU or Member State laws to restrict data subject rights in order to safeguard ‘the rights and freedoms of others’—may be deployed in any kind of legislation (so not just the GDPR implementation laws). For example, while the seminal Nowak case in 2017 highlighted that data protection subject access rights applied to exam scripts, this jurisprudence had limited direct applicability within the United Kingdom, which had an exemption for exam scripts being subject to access requests since 1998, replicated in the new law of 2018.

In any case, such exemptions or derogations ought to be formulated and interpreted restrictively and narrowly. Hence, it is fair to say that the default position should be that data subject rights are applicable, unless the controller can clearly establish the applicability of a (national) exemption or derogation. Such derogations are subject to potential challenge on the grounds of data protection principles and the fundamental right to data protection more generally.

5.2 Ethical considerations

While not easily split from other concerns, there are several ethical challenges that are distinctly applicable to data rights in research.

5.2.1 Who are the research subjects?

One ethical argument against the use of data rights in research is that it places a heavy burden on infrastructures that can prevent them from carrying out their normal function. A relevant question is whether data controllers (and their staff) would then be research subjects in the context of such a study.

Useful analogies can be found in studies of the peer review system. A 1982 study considered the rejection of duplicate papers by fictitious less-prestigious authors by selective American psychology journals. They submitted 12 papers that journals had already accepted, authored by researchers from prestigious American psychology departments, but changed the names on the papers to fictitious ones to see whether the prestige of the authors biased the reviewers’ responses. A different 1987 study investigated whether social work journals’ editorial processes were biased in favor of studies showing interventions to be effective, sending 146 submissions to test this hypothesis. Both works were published by journals only trepidatiously and in an unusual manner. Despite referees’ reservations about both the rigor of both studies, the journals that published these pieces (Behavioral and Brain Sciences and Science, Technology and Human Values respectively) did so only alongside commentaries (5 and 55 (short form) commentaries respectively) on relevant method-
federal research agencies note in their statement on ethical conduct for human-subject research that

[research that relies exclusively on information that is publicly available, or made accessible through legislation or regulation, does not require REB [Research Ethics Board] review. Exemption from REB review for research involving information that is legally accessible to the public is based on the presence of a legally designated custodian/steward who protects its privacy and proprietary interests (e.g., an access to information and privacy coordinator or a guardian of Canadian census data).]

It is worth considering freedom of information (FoI) rights as a parallel case. A recent paper by Walby and Lucombe makes three core arguments in favor of not subjecting FoI-based research to ethical review. Firstly, they claim that FoI already involves a bureaucratic vetting process, and only results in data being officially published by governments and redacted as appropriate with respect to national legislation. To extend ethical review to FoI-based research could be considered a form of unwarranted ‘ethics creep’, where researchers become subject to restrictions on the use of secondary data. Data protection rights too have such built-in exemptions. Secondly, they use an analogy to the legal notion of double jeopardy to argue that researchers should not be subject to both the process of the ‘quasi-ethical’ exemptions in FoI law and university procedure. Thirdly, they argue that research ethics processes cannot infringe on a citizenship right: universities should not block a researcher’s right to know, which in some cases (like New Zealand) is even constitutional in nature. They note a university refusing to push a right to know to its limit additionally could be accused of not carrying out its duty as a knowledge-seeking institution. The fundamental rights nature of access rights in EU law make this additionally convincing in the case of data protection.

Yet there is a significant difference between freedom of information and data protection transparency rights: the former are supposedly subject independent, whereas the latter are most certainly not. This creates ethical challenges that are more unique to data subject rights, to which we now turn.

### 5.2.2 Privacy of research subjects

Unlike the case argued above for data controllers, in many cases, those undertaking transparency requests — the data subjects themselves — should be treated as human subjects.

If the researcher themselves is gathering information (e.g. that relates to them) with data rights, fewer ethical considerations around the data subject are relevant. For example, a researcher may only need a single response per data controller to answer their research question. They may also be fabricating data subjects, such as through simulation or role-playing. In autoethnography, — a qualitative research method that uses a researcher’s autobiographical experiences as primary data to analyze and interpret the sociocultural meanings of such experiences, — it is worth considering freedom of information (FoI) rights as a parallel case. A recent paper by Walby and Lucombe makes three core arguments in favor of not subjecting FoI-based research to ethical review. Firstly, they claim that FoI already involves a bureaucratic vetting process, and only results in data being officially published by governments and redacted as appropriate with respect to national legislation. To extend ethical review to FoI-based research could be considered a form of unwarranted ‘ethics creep’, where researchers become subject to restrictions on the use of secondary data. Data protection rights too have such built-in exemptions. Secondly, they use an analogy to the legal notion of double jeopardy to argue that researchers should not be subject to both the process of the ‘quasi-ethical’ exemptions in FoI law and university procedure. Thirdly, they argue that research ethics processes cannot infringe on a citizenship right: universities should not block a researcher’s right to know, which in some cases (like New Zealand) is even constitutional in nature. They note a university refusing to push a right to know to its limit additionally could be accused of not carrying out its duty as a knowledge-seeking institution. The fundamental rights nature of access rights in EU law make this additionally convincing in the case of data protection.

Yet there is a significant difference between freedom of information and data protection transparency rights: the former are supposedly subject independent, whereas the latter are most certainly not. This creates ethical challenges that are more unique to data subject rights, to which we now turn.
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diagnosis can potentially do, can be communicated to research subjects better than what a (personal) dataset of unknown variables of unknown extent might reveal.

In both these cases, the genetic analogy lends an important structural finding that may ameliorate concerns. This field has emphasized ‘a duty on the part of a research investigator to consider what incidental and secondary results might occur from genomic testing, to create a plan for the possible return of results to participants, and to inform research participants of that plan before the tests are conducted’. In data rights, a similar plan should be made clear. In the case where only a small subset of data would ever be needed and analyzed, a strict plan should be made to discard the rest as soon as possible, either before it leaves the research subject’s control, or as soon as possible after if separation is technically challenging. If the aim is for the research subject to explore the data themselves, researchers should be aware of the potential for findings about e.g. others in the datasets that may concern or alarm the researcher and prepare the data subject accordingly. Particular care should be taken if the researchers are to ask open-ended questions of potentially large and unknown datasets provided by research subjects, and situations where researchers do this on their own without supervision or guidance from research subjects may be best avoided unless there is a very clear and justified reason to do so.

Apart from this, researchers should of course also comply with relevant legal protections, including the GDPR, that are aimed at safeguarding research subjects’ privacy. This holds particularly true for key data protection principles such as ‘purpose limitation’, ‘data minimisation’, ‘storage limitation’, ‘integrity and confidentiality’. As emphasized by the EDPB, ‘the principles of necessity and proportionality are essential’ and it will not be sufficient for researchers to simply claim that the processing of personal data is ‘necessary for the purposes of scientific research’. Important here is that ‘informed consent’ in research ethics should be distinguished from research/data subjects consenting to the processing of their personal data (consent being one out of six grounds for rendering the processing of personal data lawful). Indeed, in some situations there might be a clear imbalance between data subjects and the controller/researcher (e.g. because of the scale of the research project and/or how invested the research/data subject may be), which would challenge the GDPR requirement for consent to be freely given. Put briefly, to the extent researchers plan on receiving personal data of their participants, they will have to give due regard to data protection law. In this regard, it is worth referring to the European Commission’s plans to propose a data governance legal framework that would also include rules to facilitate decisions on which data can be used, how and by whom for scientific research purposes in a manner compliant with the GDPR.

5.2.3 Risk of retribution
A last risk, which does not have considerable legal support but which may nevertheless pose ethical risks for data/research subjects is the possibility of some retribution by a data controller. Prior research into data rights has highlighted the tendency of some data controllers, for example, to respond to access requests as if they were erasure requests, presumably to avoid regulatory burden of troublesome data subjects. This indicates a security risk that is posed to data subjects in relation to the availability of the data in the systems they are being asked to query. Deleting data before access has been provided may be considered a violation of the GDPR (notably the fairness, lawfulness and integrity principles in Article 5(1)), subject to considerable fines and even criminal prosecution in some countries. However, in some cases it is also possible that the data controller or their agents are personally known to the research subject: for example, in the case of previous employers or medical practitioners. Considerations must be given to the social repercussions of requesting research subjects to use rights against controllers such as these.

5.2.4 Relationship to enforcement action
As data controllers are often responding to data rights in ways that do not seem compliant with the law, researchers may feel they should work with research subjects to author complaints to data protection authorities to ensure the law is properly upheld. Given the overburdened and under-resourced nature of many authorities, we feel this move should be supported in general as researchers will often be very well placed to explain breaches in detail and clarify important technical issues to the regulators. However, this does raise a challenge when research subjects are involved, as while a complaint seems like a simple form, in many jurisdictions it can open a legal process with the research subject as a party. While the research subject should not be put under any legal liability as a result, there is a small possibility they may be asked to eventually be party or intervenor to a legal case that could occur, such as an appeal against the decision of a supervisory authority. If this is undertaken, the potential role of the research subject going forward should be made clear, and while researchers may wish to provide the means and support for a research subject to complain, they should emphasize that this aspect should be considered an activity independent of the research project.

5.2.5 Broader ethical issues
None of this is to suggest that research questions themselves cannot bring ethical issues that are not well characterised by privacy concerns. A mass data access campaign to access and utilise biometric data to create facial recognition systems, for example, can bring ethical questions regardless of individual data subjects’ consent. These are out of scope of this paper, which focusses on issues more specific to researching through data rights.
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5.3 Methodological considerations

5.3.1 Integrity of research

Certain uses of data rights might struggle for methodological validity when assessed in a strictly quantitative frame. In particular, some scholars advance a quantitative approach as a general template for conducting research with inferential, empirical validity in both quantitative and qualitative projects. One characteristic result of this logic is the advice that increasing the number of records (assuming they are sampled in a random manner) will increase inferential leverage. For ex post data rights especially, this can be challenging, as uptake of the use of rights in a particular study might be limited, both in a general sense and among specific subgroups. According to a classic quantitative view, this might mean that the sample may be insufficiently large or representative to draw generalizable statistical conclusions from.

These problems mainly arise, however, when we confuse data rights and their potential with ‘Big Data’ research. The logic of research over large datasets made available through the digital economy, such as scraped Web data or global search patterns, is that even data not collected for a particular purpose might reveal important societal phenomena due to the number of subjects and the richness of collected data. As ex post data rights require manual effort, they are not akin to this type of research, but more akin to citizen or participatory science. This field has well-known effort and participation biases, such as oversampling on weekends or in certain areas which researchers actively work to compensate.

This indicates that data rights are more useful when certain characteristics of a research program are met. Studies that are considering small, well defined populations are apt for data rights. If participants were always going to be enlisted and worked with directly, and perhaps compensated for their time, then many of the biases simply reduce down to the classic representativeness challenges in fields such as psychology. If an attempt is made to generalize from a small sample to the world, significant challenges exist, such as capturing phenomenon as they manifest in easily accessed ‘convenience samples’ of participants, such as students on campus, which may differ from the world more generally. However, if the aim is to study

If there is pre-existing reason to believe that a phenomenon will be homogeneous across populations, then data rights may also be appropriate. If the aim is, for example, to study how web tracking systems work online, these remain the same between individuals, although the websites sampled and technologies (such as tracker blockers) used may differ. In this situation, researchers are a gateway into a homogenous phenomenon, such as policy or infrastructure. Where this becomes challenging is where the aspect of infrastructure observed is heavily contingent on the data subject, as German credit scoring reverse-engineering effort OpenSCHUFA discussed above found when it was unable to study issues such as discrimination due to a bias in white, male volunteers. OpenSCHUFA reflected that they were not able to get the attention of demographic groups that are probably most affected by poor SCHUFA scores and as a result it was difficult to make generalizable conclusions, or understand all parts of the system.

Statistical and methodological challenges around data rights must also be seen in the context of the pitfalls and biases in ‘Big Data’ research about the digital economy — and data rights can potentially help provide alternative datasets as a check on these biases for the same types of phenomena — for example, for focusing on obtaining data about certain difficult to identify populations and communities that may be underserved or underrepresented in ‘Big Data’ held either by firms or obtained through other methods by external researchers.

5.3.2 Interactional considerations

Data requests can be made directly by the data subject or indirectly by an individual or organization mandated by a data subject. The latter option, however, can present difficulties as data controllers are concerned around releasing data to individuals pretending to be the data subject. Individuals having been given demonstrable power of attorney are unlikely in practice to see problems of authentication, but other agents, such as researchers, may be refused or requested for specific information to aid verification which only the data subject can provide. The data may also be provided to the data subject for sending on further to the third party again, necessitating a significant back-and-forth. We leave detailed legal analysis of mandating data rights to third parties to future work, but note that this is a challenging area, and in the absence of clear judicial clarification, it seems unlikely that controllers will adopt a consistent approach broadly necessary for research.

If rights are not to be delegated to a third party, it will be up to data subjects to interact with the data controller and obtain the necessary data, and to make all or relevant portions of that data available for research. This is easier said than done, as interaction with these controllers can take many different forms along a spectrum of collaborative to adversarial. In some cases, adversarial approaches
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may be required as data controllers are unwilling to provide data they are required to by law. It may be possible for the research team to pre-empt and avoid these adversarial encounters by testing the process for relevant controllers before the research begins, allowing identification of any hurdles, the enlistment of the local data protection authority if required, and the creation of both a tailored request and pre-built responses that are suitable for the particular issues and views of the controller in question. Researchers will have to consider participants’ skills when crowd-sourcing data-gathering using the GDPR. This can be dealt with to some extent, by providing explanations, personal or technical assistance and tools.

In some cases however, the research project may have to be postponed while enforcement or legal action can be carried out. On the more collaborative side of the spectrum, one could imagine company and researchers agreeing to include a specific tag in participants’ access requests so that they are prioritized and/or responded to in a predefined format. Researchers may also simply rely on available ‘download my data’ functionalities already offered by many online services, which currently only generally provide a fraction of eligible data, but which may be suitable for the research question.

Information may be provided in a variety of ways, such as files through secure drop facilities, as email attachments with or without passwords, or on physical media (particularly for data outside of the digital economy such as CCTV footage). The research team must prepare for these different formats and create a secure, suitable and ideally easy-to-use way for data subjects to grant access to this data. There may be an important role for the researchers to carry out an initial request to create more bespoke guidance of what to expect from a data controller. Relatedly, the research team should also make efforts to ensure that data subjects are not storing this data in insecure ways, and advise them on the correct storage or disposal if appropriate.

6 Conclusion

The concentration and privatization of data infrastructures, turns (mainly big technology) companies into de facto gatekeepers of research agendas. Independent researchers have developed a wide variety of approaches in order to pierce through enclosed datasets, each with their benefits and drawbacks. This article outlines a fairly new approach to add to researchers’ toolset for obtaining relevant research data (Section 3). Compared to other tools, data rights under the GDPR have the advantage of being potent (legally enforceable) and enabling access to very fine-grained data (Section 4). That being said, they also raise a number of (legal, ethical and methodological) issues whose significance will vary depending on the actual research projects (Section 5).

Given the multi-faceted nature of using data rights outlined throughout this paper, it is not possible to outline a detailed procedure or plan that would fit each potential research project. That said, the seven steps identified at the start of section 4 may serve as a useful starting point for researchers interested in using data rights in their project.319 The research team should reflect upon the process in the context of methodological, ethical, legal and data security and protection challenges described in Section 5. Such analysis will depend in large part on national and local processes specific to different countries, university systems or funders. Methodological issues will be largely discipline-specific, and cross-cutting guidance cannot be easily provided linking this specific data collection approach to the broad and welcome array of potential analysis techniques.

In conclusion, using data rights requires a triangle of expertise – domain, technical and legal – the constellation of which may vary from one research project to another. Any research project will of course rely on adequate domain expertise relating to the actual research questions. Data rights in particular require a minimum level of legal expertise to properly identify the opportunities and limitations, as well as manage the interaction strategy. Finally, technical expertise may be necessary in order to understand and process the data received.

Researching with data rights is still at a very early stage. Our aim with this article was both to explain the potential utility of data rights to researchers, as well as to provide appropriate initial conceptual scaffolding for important discussions around the approach to occur. We do not claim to have exhausted either the possibilities or the challenges of using the transparency provisions in data protection law for research, and offer only a non-exhaustive tour through some of the issues and questions that might arise. Data rights may not be the right tool for every job, but there are many investigations of data and power in particular that remain open. Data protection is a flexible instrument designed to address asymmetries of informational power, and we believe researchers should be at the forefront of finding new ways to use that flexibility for societally critical knowledge generation.
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